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Decree with this 3 minister emerge because every mother is obliged to give ASI to its child, so also every child is entitled to grow and expand in an optimal fashion either physical, mental, spiritual, and also intelligence to realize best life to child. Its fact 80% growth of child brain started since in content till have age to 3 year (period of gold), is so that needed by giving of exclusive ASI during minimizing 6 months and continued till child have age to 2 year. Therefore, every workingwoman/ woman labor has to give by opportunity deservedly to give ASI to child or squeeze ASI during work time at workplace. Thus also to all owner of company and all its workingwoman as object in this research also represent big contribution owning in practice journey forming of its SKB.

This research aim to explain owner and factory workingwoman view about decree with 3 minister (SKB) regarding the make-up of giving of ASI to labor at workplace and implementation of SKB 3 the minister in soybean cake factory "manalagi" Karangploso Sub-Province of Malang.

This research use qualitative approach with type research of field of research. Collected data in the form of primary data through technique of interview and of secondary data conducted technique documentation. And in checking of authenticity of data is use triangulation. Hereinafter analyzed with descriptive qualitative method.

Result of research indicate that owner of company of soybean cake of manalagi Karangploso Sub-Province of Malang agree to SKB 3 minister about make-up of giving of ASI to employees at workplace or company. While to workingwoman look into SKB as protection and straightening of to children right in obtaining ASI. in factory soybean cake of manalagi have also implementing of SKB 3 minister about ASI like fabric owner enable all workingwoman to bring child to company of soybean cake of manalagi, fabric owner know also give opportunity of a rest place to all workingwoman which wish to suckle its child. So that all workingwoman admit can still suckle their child without leaving work in company. Although its not yet maximal as according to procedure in content of SKB. But forwards fabric owner will apply the SKB.